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Nicky’s Gardens Of Hope Appoints Leah Moehlig To It’s
Board Of Directors

prunderground.com/nickys-gardens-of-hope-appoints-leah-moehlig-to-its-board-of-directors/00285547/

Nicky’s Gardens of Hope (Nicky’s Gardens),
recently announced the appointment of
Leah Moehlig to the Board of Directors.

We are very pleased that Leah Moehlig has
joined our Board of Directors. Leah has
various experiences within the investment
industry, with a focus on sustainable
investing Leah’s background and focus on
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors will be invaluable in the
development of Nicky’s Gardens of Hope, a
residency for Autistic and intellectually
developmentally disabled (IDD) adults. Leah’s experience will be even more critical in the
development of Nicky’s Garden’s Wall Street fundraising efforts, developing Impact
Investment opportunities as Nicky’s Gardens develops incubator businesses in sustainable
energy, real estate, travel, and food services.

“With Leah’s experience and guidance, we will be able to present new investment
opportunities in these virtually untouched sectors. Revenues from these projects will pay for
the support of our residency, and the building of many more Nicky’s Gardens of Hope! This
will turn my dream of safe dignified homes for Autistic and ID Adults into reality!” – said
Adriana Piltz, Founder, CEO & Chairman of Nicky’s Gardens of Hope.

Ms. Moehlig is currently an investor at a Global bank in the public equity space and is
focused on sustainable investment opportunities and the integration of ESG factors into
investment theses. She is also a Master’s Degree Candidate, Sustainable Studies at Harvard
Extension School. She is an active volunteer at Gigi’s Playhouse NYC and is a member of
the iMentor Alumni Council.

Ms. Moehlig has previously served as a Senior ESG Research Analyst at Calvert Research
& Management, was an Equity Research Analyst at GE Asset Management, graduated from
Michigan State University, and is both a Chartered Financial Analyst and an FSA Credential
Holder.

About Nicky’s Gardens of Hope
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NGOH Holdings LLC (NGOH) (http://www.ngohllc.com), founded in 2018, is a New York
Corporation, designed to provide economic opportunity for individuals with disabilities. Along
with its sister entity – the Nicky’s Gardens of Hope ((501(c)(3))
(http://www.nickysgardensofhope.com) – NGOH seeks to deliver services, meaningful
employment and a dignified life to Intellectually and Developmentally Disabled (IDD)
individuals. NGOH manages all physical property and intellectual assets of the Nicky’s
Gardens of Hope Charity.

Note to Investors:
 This press release does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any

interest or equity in any entity mentioned herein. This press release is not intended to be a
forward-looking statement.


